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Korban Pesach - Of Corporations and Partnerships  
Simon Wolf 

 
One of the main topics of this week’s parsha is the Korban Pesach.  The Korban Pesach is a very 
unique sacrifice that has particular laws and requirements that we find by no other korban.  It is one of 
only two positive commandments in the Torah that is punishable by karet (Bamidbar 9,13).  Also, 
unusually, it has a built-in “rain-date” through Pesach Sheni (Bamidbar 9) for those that are unable to 
participate in the first Pesach.  The Torah prescribes that it must be eaten roasted (12,8-9) and that 
no bone of the Pesach may be broken (12,46).  In addition, the Pesach is eaten together with matza 
and marror (12,8).  By the Korban Pesach of Mitzrayim, it also had the additional requirements 
(12,11) that “it be eaten with your belts girded, your shoes on your feet and your staves in your 
hands; you should eat it in haste…”.   Only those with a milah (12,48) can participate in the Korban 
Peach and an apostate (12,43) is precluded from partaking in the Pesach.  In addition, the Pesach 
must be eaten in a single house or location (12,46).  While each one of these requirements is 
interesting in of itself and in the aggregate, in this week’s shiur, we would like to focus on the unusual 
ownership structure of the Korban Pesach. 
 
The Torah tells us (12,47) that every member of the congregation of Yisrael shall participate in the 
Korban Pesach.  Obviously, it would be unreasonable for every individual to bring such a sacrifice 
and, therefore, Moshe is instructed by God to tell Bnei Yisrael (12,4-5), “…they should take each 
man, a lamb per house of their father, a lamb per household.  And if the household is too little for a 
lamb, he should take a lamb with his neighbor according to the number of members of the household, 
according to each man’s eating you should make your count for the lamb.”  Based on this imperative, 
the Mishnayot in Pesachim (7,13 and 8,4&7) describe the Korban Pesach being brought in a 
“chabura”, a collective of individuals who pool together to share in a Korban Pesach.   
 
The Torah has two categories of korbanot that we are familiar with, a korban yachid (an individual’s 
sacrifice) and a korban tzibur (a communal sacrifice).  The korban yachid is a sacrifice brought by an 
individual either because they are obligated to bring such a sacrifice because of something they have 
done (i.e. a chatat), some event that has transpired in their life (i.e. a yoledet) or it is a particular time 
of year (i.e a chagigah) or because they voluntarily want to offer a sacrifice.  The korban tzibbur is 
brought by the community for one of two reasons, either to discharge the calendric communal 
obligations (i.e. daily, Shabbat and holiday sacrifices) or because the community as a whole has 
sinned in such a manner that the Torah requires atonement through a communal sacrifice.  In broad 
terms, the korban yachid is brought by a private individual whereas a korban tzibur is the purview of 
corporate entity Klal Yisrael.  A sacrifice brought by a number of individuals jointly is a korban shutafin 
and is considered like a korban yachid since it is viewed as a partnership of individuals.   
 
So, similar to modern commercial law, you have corporations, partnerships and individuals who can 
bring sacrifices.  Corporate entity Klal Yisrael is just like the modern definition of a corporation, a legal 
entity which acts on behalf of the people, but is viewed as being independent of its constituents.  It 
brings sacrifices on behalf of all the members of Klal Yisrael, but it is not dependent on any individual 
or group of individuals within Klal Yisrael (i.e. the owners of a communal sacrifice can never pass 
away).  Similarly, partnerships are viewed through the same modern prism as being “see through”, 
meaning that they are a collection of individuals, not a separate entity.  In essence, as we noted 
previously, there are two categories of sacrifices, a korban tzibur (corporate) and a korban yachid 
(individuals and partnerships). 
 
It is easy to identify or categorize a sacrifice as being a korban tzibur because it has discernible 
features that distinguish it from a korban yachid.  If the sacrifice doesn’t meet these criteria, it is a 
korban yachid.  A korban tzibur, first and foremost, is owned by and the obligation of corporate entity 
Klal Yisrael.  An easy litmus test to determine this feature is to determine whether the korban was 
purchased from the communal coffers (lishkat hagazit funded by the machatzit hashekel) or was it 
sponsored by an individual or a group of individuals.  Next, a calendric korban tzibur is so powerful 
that it overrides considerations of tumah (defilement) and Shabbat.  Normally, a defiled priest would 
be precluded from serving in the temple, but if there is no pure priest available or if by accident a 
defiled priest served, the usual disqualifications of defilement are waived.   Similarly, one is permitted 
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to bring such a korban tzibur on Shabbat or Yom Tov despite the fact that it violates the restrictions of 
melacha on such said days (i.e. the Daily Sacrifice is still brought on Shabbat).  Lastly, a korban 
tzibur is always kodshei kodashim (higher level sanctity) and only a korban tzibur can be brought on a 
centralized altar (bama gedola). 
 
Given all this information, let us apply the above mentioned tests to determine whether a Korban 
Pesach is a korban tzibur or a korban yachid.  As we already noted earlier, the Korban Pesach is 
brought in a chabura which is essentially a partnership of individuals, or in other words the Pesach 
seems to be a korban yachid.  The Korban Pesach is also a modified korban shelamim and is 
considered kodshei kalim (lower level sanctitiy, Zevachim 5,8) which would also preclude it from 
being classified as a korban tzibbur.  On the other hand, the Korban Pesach overrides tumah and 
Shabbat (Pesachim 6,1 and 7,4&6) and is brought on a centralized altar (Yehoshua 5,10 and 
Zevachim 117a and Rashi there).  The Pesach seems to be in no-man’s land, straddling the fence 
between a korban yachid and a korban tzibur or the way the Rambam in his introduction to Mishnayot 
Zevachim formulates it, it is a korban yachid that looks similar to a korban tzibur.  Chazal were well 
aware of this opacity with regards to the status of the Korban Pesach and they therefore sought to 
explain it in the following manner (Yoma 51a): Even though the Korban Pesach is a korban yachid, it 
nevertheless gains the standing of a korban tzibur because it is brought b’knufaiya (great multitudes).  
The fact that all of Klal Yisrael is doing the same thing at the same time grants the Pesach an 
upgraded status like a korban tzibur.  We can understand the necessity for the Pesach to be a korban 
yachid and not have one korban brought on behalf of all of Klal Yisrael because as we know from the 
Seder night, it is an experiential mitzvah that requires every individual’s participation.  What is not 
clear is why does it also need to have the status of a korban tzibur? And moreover why is there a 
requirement of creating chaburot to bring the Korban Pesach? 
 
To answer these questions, we refer back to the shiur we gave on Parshat Shmot where we 
discussed that the beginning of Sefer Shmot is a story about the building of a nation.  Part of the 
transition from a familial tribe to a nation is the ability to comprehend the notion of a corporate 
national entity and identity.  It is understanding that while each individual is important, there is a 
greater national good that will sometimes supersede the individual’s personal desires and opinions or 
what is best for them.  The korban tzibur is the ultimate expression of that concept.  It is an activity 
that I as an individual am a part of because of my membership in the national entity, not because I am 
a direct partner or owner of the korban.  While this might seem like a simple concept to us, it is a very 
difficult transition for a familial tribe of slaves to make.  Enter the Korban Pesach which is exactly that 
bridge between a korban yachid and korban tzibur.  No individual can bring the Pesach, it must be 
brought as a cooperative.  It is the first step in forging cooperation between individuals for a greater 
good or purpose.  In addition, the experience of bringing the sacrifice in unison with everyone else in 
Klal Yisrael projects a sense of national unity.  It is a lesson in seeing beyond oneself and it is the 
beginning of a transition whose trajectory will eventually reach its ultimate goal of creating people who 
view themselves as being part of a nation.  The Korban Pesach that sits at the nexus of the korban 
yachid and korban tzibur is the precise prescription needed to help a people gain a vision that can 
lead them to become a nation.   
 
Shabbat Shalom 
 
   


